Organizations are only scratching the surface
of automation
Only a minority of organizations are deploying multiple use cases
at scale*
Current level of automation deployment among organizations experimenting with or
implementing automation
16%

Deployed multiple use cases
at scale

14%

Testing use cases

14%

Developed proofs of concept
for some use cases

39%

Deployed a few use
cases at scale

17%

Deployed pilots for some
use cases

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Automation Use Case Survey; July 2018, N=705 organizations that are experimenting
with or implementing automation initiatives.
*”At scale” is deﬁned as deployment of multiple automation use cases at scale, i.e. across multiple processes and across the breadth
of the countries the company operates in.

Most organizations are focused on operational beneﬁts over topline
opportunities

43%

of organizations experimenting with or

23%

implementing automation rank quality

Only
of organizations experimenting with or
implementing automation rank

improvement among the top two

drivers for automation initiatives

incremental revenue gains among

the top two drivers for automation initiatives

Most organizations are focused on rule-based tools with few having
progressed to artiﬁcial intelligence automation
Current focus on automation technology among organizations experimenting with or
implementing automation
73%

47%
30%
18%

Rule-based
automation
(ITPA/RPA)

Automation using
natural language
processing

Automation using
computer vision and
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Automation using
machine learning,
deep learning and swarm
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Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Automation Use Case Survey; July 2018, N=705 organizations that are experimenting with or
implementing automation initiatives.
*Question asked was a select all that apply: “Which of the following best describes the technologies your organization uses in its
automation initiatives?”

Automation progress is restricted to the back and
middle oﬃce
The back and middle oﬃce leads in automation implementation
Overall* automation implementation by function among organizations experimenting
with or implementing automation
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Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Automation Use Case Survey; July 2018, N=705 organizations that are experimenting with or
implementing automation initiatives.
*Overall automation includes testing, proofs of concept, pilots, few deployments at scale and multiple deployments at scale.
**Question asked was a select all that apply: “In which of the following functions has your organization implemented automation
initiatives?”

Back- and middle-oﬃce functions realize the greatest automation
beneﬁts
Average cost savings by function for those organizations implementing automation
at scale
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Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Automation Use Case Survey; July 2018, N=111 organizations implementing automation at scale.

Many organizations are missing a sizeable quick-win
opportunity
Only a third (32%) of organizations have implemented “quick wins” –
those use cases that are not only easy to implement but also have a
high beneﬁt upside
Distribution of use cases by complexity of implementation and beneﬁt realized across
functions and sectors

Low Complexity

The percent distribution in each quadrant indicates the percentage of organizations deploying few
or multiple use cases at scale among the total number of organizations deploying those use cases
(e.g., 32% of organizations deploying use cases termed “quick wins” are either deploying few or
multiple use cases at scale).
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Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Automation Use Case Survey; July 2018, N=705 organizations that are experimenting with or
implementing automation initiatives.

How to scale automation and propel growth
Recommendations for how to scale automation and drive growth

Set a vision and design a roadmap for
automation transformation
Ensure processes have been optimized before
shortlisting them for automation and identify
quick-wins

UNFOLD

Be agile – start with proofs-of-concept and
minimum viable products
Ensure AI needs are accounted for at the
beginning of your automation journey and use
AI more strategically
Build a strong business case to secure
management buy-in

Design the automation operating
model – leaders start centrally and
subsequently federate

DEPLOY

Engage business ﬁrst, but bring IT
onboard early
Focus on change management and
cultivating digital talent

AUTOMATION
AT SCALE

MAINTAIN AND
FOSTER

Set up a dedicated automation maintenance
team governed centrally
Continuously innovate and consider automation
as part of the broader digital transformation
program

Source: Capgemini Research Institute.

Automating at scale can drive signiﬁcant cost eﬃciencies – Scaled automation adoption could lead to cost
savings from $32 billion to $165 billion across the automotive, retail, utilities, and manufacturing sectors
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